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Specification

1 . Title of Invention

A channel display device for a TV programming system

Claims

(1) A channel display device for a TV programming system which, in respect of a

programming system which out of all the TV programs broadcast selects those

programs that match a viewer's interests as closely as possible, and which displays

channel data daily over a predetermined time-frame at 15-minute intervals for example,

is characterized in being provided with a channel display means positioned on top of

the television set so that the channel number and station name of the programmed

channel may be seen at all times, and in being controlled by the computer of the

programming system such that, whether the television is being used in manual mode or

automatic mode, an alarm sounds for several seconds at said programmed time,

whether or not the channel display changes, thus alerting the viewers.

(2) A channel display device for a TV programming system as claimed in Claim (1) and

characterized in that instruction data for said channel display and alarm is sent from a

computer within a business machine.
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(3) A channel display device for a TV programming system as claimed in Claim (1) and

characterized in that data for said channel display and alarm, which may for example

have been downloaded temporarily during downtime into a buffer means provided

within the viewer's home via a cable from the computer center in the cable TV station,

is displayed at the scheduled time.

(4) A channel display device for a TV programming system which, in a TV programming

system which programs those TV programs most suited to a viewer's interests, is

characterized in reading out data already programmed into a VCR, such as the dates,

days, and start times for recording programs, displaying these on the display device on

top of the television at predetermined time intervals of 15 minutes for example,

outputting the corresponding program data to said display device at the time when

recording is due to start, and simultaneously sounding an alarm.

(5) A channel display device for a TV programming system as claimed in Claims (1) and

(4) and characterized in that said display device is divided into for example four

sections, the first section showing the husband's channel, the second section the wife's

channel, and the third and fourth divisions the children's channels, these being

simultaneously displayed, thus permitting all members of the family present in the

living room to easily make their own viewing decisions.

(6) A channel display device for a TV programming system as claimed in Claims (1) and

(4) and characterized in that said display sections are respectively divided into two,

thus permitting a display such that with the system used in countries like Germany

where all television programs are classified using two digits up to a maximum of 99,

the first section can show 6 for the channel number, and the second section said
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classification number, for example 22, while the third and fourth sections show the data

for the next scheduled time, for example channel 4, classification 17, in other words the

display shows 4 and 17.

(7) A channel display device for a TV programming system as claimed in Claim (1) and

(4) and characterized in displaying channel data every 15 minutes for a single viewer,

permitting a four-stage display indicating, for example, channel 3 from now for the

next fifteen minutes, channel 5 from 15 minutes to 30 minutes, channel 8 from 30

minutes to 45 minutes, and channel 1 from 45 minutes to 60 minutes.

(8) A channel display device for a TV programming system as claimed in Claims (1) and

(4) and characterized in permitting a user to have external access to the display of said

programming system, using either a land line or a mobile phone to check the channel

display remotely either by voice or code.

3. Detailed Description

(Background of the Invention)

This invention relates to a channel display device for a TV programming system.

There are many types of conventional customized TV programming systems, such as those

based on answers to questionnaires received from individuals which are printed out as 24-

hour program schedules using linear programming, recorded on disk, and input to a

television or VCR to select the desired programs, or alternatively those cited in

appHcations by the same applicant in Japanese Patent Apphcations 57-96794, 58-62562, in
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other words US Patent 4540851, where the VCR can either be remotely controlled in real

time using a telephone line, or programmed several hours in advance, or yet again systems

using the so-called VPT system employed in countries such as Germany where code

numbers assigned to each program are memorized, and recording automatically begins

where these codes match the programming data sent from the TV station. There are all

manner of these programming systems in use at present and, while the question ofwhich

will eventually dominate the market must be determined by the majority of consumers,

whichever the system in use, the majority of viewers experience difficulties when several

charmels are programmed in one day due to the conflict between the programmed channels

and the channel that they may happen to be watching at home (hereinafter referred to as the

"manual charmel"). In other words if the programming of the VCR is overridden and

switched to a manual channel, an important program may be missed because the

programmed channel information is not displayed when the time comes. Moreover, when

programming the VCR externally using a telephone or the like, it is inconvenient that the

system will not accept data if the programming is attempted when the family is at home

and have switched to a manual channel. And though the automated aspects of the VPT

system in Germany appear at first glance to be convenient, while it is possible to control

viewers' VCRs from the TV station, providing such control is limited to the same network,

programming of other TV stations' broadcasts is problematic imder the constitution as it is

deemed to be inference. Moreover, even if it were possible to assign code numbers to each

of the networks and control the broadcast of each station separately using these code

numbers, while it might work for a limited number of stations, it could even be considered

restriction of information in a country like America with as many as 50 stations, making it

impossible for the stations to come to an agreement. And even so, problems caused by

switching between manual to automatic would still remain, and were it possible to force

the system to switch to the programmed channel when the set time came even when a
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manual channel was being watched, the result could be further inconvenience, as there

would be an interruption of at least one minute in the manual channel being viewed while

the programmed setting was then manually overridden.

As described above, there are a number of defects in the currently available types ofTV

channel programming system, so the invention is submitted both to resolve these defects

and to provide a new means.

(Summary of the hivention)

The first purpose of the invention is to display from time to time the channel number

programmed for the television or the VCR on a reasonably large display device, so that it

can be easily seen by the entire family.

The second purpose of the invention is to ensure for all the above systems that said display

allows the television or VCR to be watched as desired at home in manual mode without

any kind of hindrance, and for the channel to be changeable if so desired having observed

said display, and fiirthermore when set to automatic mode for the subsequent programming

to be easily executed as programmed.

The third purpose of the invention is to sound an alarm for a few seconds when the chaimel

display on said display device changes, in order to alert those in the vicinity.

The fourth purpose of the invention is to ensure that when said programmed time arrives

when watching in manual mode, an alarm rings and the channel display flashes for several

seconds, thus alerting the attention of those people watching another program in the room.
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The fifth purpose of the invention is to permit said display device to be divided into four

sections for example, the first section showing the husband's channel, the second section

the wife's channel, and the third and fourth sections showing the children's channels, and to

allow these to be simuhaneously displayed.

The sixth purpose of the invention is to permit a display whereby said display sections are

further respectively divided into two, such that with the system used in countries like

Germany where all television programs are classified using two digits up to a maximum of

99, the first section can show 6 for the channel number, and the second section said

classification number, for example 22, while the third and fourth sections show the data for

the next scheduled time, for example channel 4, classification 17, in other words the

display shows 4 and 17.

The seventh purpose of the invention in said first method, in other words the customized

programming method, is to display channel data every 15 minutes for a single viewer,

permitting a four-stage display indicating, for example, channel 3 from now for the next

fifteen minutes, channel 5 from 15 minutes to 30 minutes, channel 8 from 30 minutes to 45

minutes, and channel 1 from 45 minutes to 60 minutes.

The eighth purpose of the invention is to permit a user to have external access to the

display of said programming system, using either a land line or a mobile phone to check

the channel display.



(Embodiment)

The principle and structure of the first 24-hour programming system will now be

explained.

Fig. 1 shows the general principle. In other words while 1 is a television set, 2 is a

VHF/RGB switch, 3 is a channel display device, 4 a computer, 5 a floppy disk drive, in the

system as described above a floppy diskette containing channel data corresponding to the

interests of each member of the family is inserted into floppy disk drive 5, this floppy

diskette being controlled by computer 4, the stored program data for each individual being

automatically read out and displayed on channel display device 3.

In the figure, computer 4 reads out the data for the channels at the current time from the TV

programming data written into the floppy diskette, and in addition to visually displaying

this on channel display device 3, can also display on the screen all of the program data

prepared for the various individuals and stored on the floppy diskette. In other words it is

possible for the program data that has been prepared for individuals to be displayed on the

screen any time one of the family members should so desire it. It is also possible to scroll

the program data displayed on the screen so that you can see what data has been

programmed for a particular time you wish to watch, and moreover individuals can

confirm the data displayed on the screen and make changes to it manually using the

computer as required. The new program data created by this revision is then written into

the floppy diskette, and is arranged to be shown immediately on the display device. To

display the program data prepared for each individual at this time on the TV screen, the

device can be switched from broadcast mode to the computer control screen by switching

over the VHF/RGB switch 2 in Fig.l to RGB. Conversely, when wishing to return to
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broadcast mode after having looked at the display of a line of the program data prepared for

each individual in the floppy disk on the television screen, this can be achieved in the same

way by manual switching. The charmel display device 3 in Fig. 1 is a program data display

device for each individual, and can make displays according to various systems to suit a

number of family members within the home. For example, it is possible to display such

variations as a system whereby separate sections are shown for a husband, wife and

children in family units, or a method which displays every 1 5 minutes, or one where the

TV channel and a program code number are shown, as in countries like Germany.

The make-up of all the programs in this system will now be described with reference to

Fig. 2. The upper half of the various boxes in the figure shows the name of the program

used in alphabetic script, the lower half indicating in abbreviated form the fiinction and

effect of these programs. Program 1 ensures that when power for the device is switched

on, the computer boots up and checks that the various parts of the device are

communicating and operating correctly. Program 1-4 reads out the current time, and on the

basis of this calculates which item from the program data prepared for a particular

individual should be displayed, reading out the data corresponding to this time from the

floppy diskette. Next program 1-1 displays said program data on the indicator. Where the

user wishes to display all the program data for an individual on the TV screen or wishes to

make changes to part of this data, program 1-3 within the computer is used to read out from

the floppy diskette all the program data corresponding to this person, and carries out the

operation required to correct it referring to the data ofprogram 1. The flow chart for these

programs will now be explained with reference to Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3 these

programs start operating when the computer is switched on (run) and control all the

fimctions. The first program to run is AUTOEXEC, which selects the content of the

display for channel display device 3 in Fig. 1. The display data will determine whether one
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hour's worth ofprogram data for one individual will be displayed on all 4 indicators, or

whether program data for several members of the family will be displayed on each of the

indicators. Corresponding to this choice the relevant data will then be read out from the

floppy diskette, and the required program data displayed on the display device using

program 1 (1-1 in Fig. 2).

The display ofprogram data is arranged so that the appropriate program data is shown

every 15 minutes. When a viewer wants to refer to all of the program data prepared for

each individual while watching a TV program, this can be done by pressing the Fl function

key on the keyboard. At this point the computer will determine that there has been an

interruption to the current control, and automatically runs (TABLE.DAT.) in the program

position, this enabling all of the program data to be referred to and corrected. This

operation is carried out in accordance with the flowchart shown in Fig. 4.

In other words a table displaying all the program data on the screen of the television is

shown, and the functions of the computer's keyboard are assigned to permit scrolling and

correction of this program data. An appropriate timetable is then calculated by the timer

built into the computer and program data corresponding to this is entered into said table.

Fl, F2, F3 and F4 shown on Fig. 4 refer to the respective ftinction keys on the computer

keyboard being pressed. For example, when the F4 function key in Fig. 4 is pressed, it

means that program data 3, 4 returns from correction mode to the original TV broadcast

from the TV program broadcast data reference and correction mode.

Since, as described above, in this method the computer selects channels which correspond

to the interests of individuals at a particular time from all the TV programs available,

displaying them on a 24-hour basis every 15 minutes, when the VCR is in automatic
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interface, mainly comprised of an 8255 IC, it being arranged that the channel and time data

displayed on display 81 is read by said PC via said interface 85. Furthermore, 86 is also an

interface constructed in the same way, which is used to send the corresponding program

data to the display unit 87 at the scheduled time, as will be explained. 87 is a display

device, which is comprised of such elements as light emitting diodes, decoders and latches,

and which displays the program data as described above.

The function of the device will now be explained in practical terms with reference to the

flowchart in Fig. 6. First of all in Step S80 of Fig. 6 the VCR is programmed manually.

Since a standard VCR will accept data for eight separate programs, a plurality of

programming buttons (not shown in the figure) attached to the VCR in Fig. 5 are used to

program the device according to a known method to set the program number, the channel,

the start time for recording, the finish time for recording, whether the program is to be

recorded on a daily or a weekly basis, and the day. Next it is determined whether the tape

speed is to be normal or at three times normal speed. While it goes without saying that

these various inputs have to be entered in an order appropriate to the VCR being used, the

inputs can be displayed on display unit 81. The data displayed here is read by PC 82 via

interface 85 as an interruption signal output when one of the programming buttons is

pushed, and stored in the memory of the PC (Step S81). To describe this in more detail,

data relating to the channel, the time for start of recording and the like is stored in a

specific order in the said memory as groups for each program number. Thus when making

corrections to a program number after noticing an error in the programming, it is possible

to carry out said data correction for other program numbers in the same mode.

When all the program settings are complete, the programming mode button is released.

This is confirmed at Step S82, and at the following step S83 the programming data stored
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In other words, the user calls modem 88 remotely using a very compact pocket computer

(not shown in the diagram) indirectly or directly connected to the phone line. Once logged

on, a password pre-arranged to prevent misuse of the system is input from the pocket

computer. Next a '0' input from the keyboard causes the program data for zero minutes

later, in other words the current data, to be read from display 83 via PC82 using the

program of PC82, this then being sent as data via modem 88 to said pocket computer and

displayed on the computer display area using a program built into the pocket computer.

Moreover when '30' is input, the program data for 30 minutes later will be displayed.

Li place of a pocket computer it is also possible for the user to employ a touch-

tone telephone. For this purpose the device is provided with a log-on means and a tone

decoder and a voice synthesizing means to decode the tones from the telephone, so that it is

possible for the channel data to be conveyed by voice to the user using voice synthesis.

hi Japanese Patent Application 60-126432 (Laid-Open Patent 61-284121) US Patent

4,745,549 relating to an application by the same apphcant, a timetable is ultimately printed

out from the host computer and entered into an MSX-2 to make a disk, which is sent to the

end users at home. The users then insert this disk into their own MSX-2, it being arranged

that the display device is activated with the instructions that are issued from this, the

computer center operating independently after printing out the timetable, it being left to the

viewers to make their own corrections and revisions independently thereafter.

However, as the system grows, it is possible to conceive of a converse system whereby the

timetable is sent to the cable television center, the timetable data being sent via cable to the
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viewers at home from this center to the display device, so that individuals at home have

channel data displayed directly on their display device without needing a personal

computer, using the signal data sent from the cable TV center. However since sending data

sent in real time to display devices from the cable television center means that data would

have to be sent simultaneously to several hundred thousand viewers, a difficult feat even

using co-axial cable, it would be better to send the data periodically in downtime for

temporary storage in a buffer circuit supplied to subscribers in each home, this pre-

recorded data to be displayed on the display device at the appropriate time.

This mechanism will now be explained with reference to Figs. 7-9. In Fig. 7, 1 is a

television set, 90 a terminal having a communication fiinction in both directions, 90-1 a

display unit, and 90-2 a keyboard. Furthermore, 91 is an interface unit, 92 a buffer circuit

with an in-built memory, 93 a display unit.

Subscribers to cable television can input data relating to the timetable using this keyboard

90-2. This data can then be confirmed on said display unit 90-1 . When programming data

for a timetable over several hours has been entered, the timetable data can be sent via a

service cable to the cable television center in the format shown in Fig. 8 for example, by

pressing a particular key on said keyboard 90-2. hi Fig. 8 "synchronous" denotes a signal

which indicates the head of the data and "address" denotes the identification signal for a

subscriber's terminal.

Alternatively a polling computer can be set up (not shown in the diagram) at the cable

center, which collects data (such as data showing which channels are being watched) at the

same time as sending data signals back to the subscriber's terminal (computer) so that it is

possible also to collect data relating to timetables at this time.
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Data collected via the polling computer at the cable center is then sent to a host computer

(not shown in the diagram) which is then subject to the required processing, data relating to

one hour's timetable being sent via said polling computer, service chaimel and again

through interface unit 91 to be stored in the memory ofbuffer circuit 92. The format at this

time may have the structure shown in Fig. 9 for example. Display device 93 then displays

channel information on the basis of said data every 1 5 minutes for example. When one

hour's worth of channel data has been displayed, the next hour's worth of timetable data is

sent from the cable TV center in the same way.

Since said interface unit 91, buffer unit 92 and display unit 93 share many of the parts and

circuits with terminal 90, they can be formed integrally with this terminal 90.

Whichever of the above systems is used, the most important person is of course the viewer,

and whatever type ofprogramming system is used it is of no use if the viewer does not

watch the programming. Moreover it is also useless if a means is not provided that makes it

easy to choose.

Thus whichever programming system is in use, the invention must ensure the adoption of a

device which displays those channels most suitable for most people at any given moment

on a display device that is both easy to see and easy to select from.

(Effect of the Invention)

Having the above structure the device allows for all members of the family at home to see

its display easily from a distance, whether operating on a 24-hour programming system or a
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limited-hours programming system, and moreover it is possible to ensure that when in

individual display mode and not operating under 24-hour control, the channel number is

displayed and an alarm is sounded at the programmed time even when watching manually,

so that it is possible to further enhance the practical effects of a TV programming system.

4. Brief Description of the Drawings:

Fig. 1 is a diagram showing the principles of an embodiment of the first invention

Fig. 2 is a structural drawing showing all the programs of an embodiment of the first

invention

Fig. 3 is a detailed flowchart showing each program

Fig. 4 is a flowchart showing the effect of the computer's function keys

Fig. 5 is a structural diagram showing the layout of an embodiment of the second invention

Fig. 6 is a flowchart showing the operation of an embodiment of the second invention

Fig. 7 is a structural diagram showing the layout of an embodiment of the third invention

Figs. 8 and 9 are diagrams showing the signal format of an embodiment of the third

invention
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Key to the diagrams

Figure 1

1: TV set

2: VHF/RGB switch

3: Channel display device

4: Computer

5: Floppy diskette

Figure 2

AUTOEXEC: Overall control

PUT.DAT: Channel display

TABLE.DAT: Displays individual program data on TV screen/scroll, correction and

storage

GETl .DAT: Reading in individual program data

GET2.DAT: Reading in family program data

Figure 3

A: Initial setting

B: Function key setting / Port control parameter setting

C: Function selection

D: Select function of channel display unit
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1 : Individual time displays

2: Four family member displays

E: Decision

F: Key interruption

Figure 4

A: Initial setting

B: Table layout/function key setting

C: Calculation of current time

D: Display of channel data for current time

E: Function key

F: Advance data display

G: Post data display

H: Data correction/data storage

Figure 5

81: Display unit

82: Personal computer

83: Disk

84: Speaker

85: Interface unit

86: Interface unit

87: Display device
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Figure 6

S80: Programming input to VCR (manual)

S81: PC readout of input data

S82: End ofprogramming data

S83: Record programmed data on disk

S84: Current time same as record start time

S85: Display channel data

S86: Audio signal (few seconds)

A: Program number, channel, time of recording start, time of recording and, daily,

weekly, day, standard times 3 (tape speed)

Figure 7

A: Co-axial cable

90-1: Display unit

90: Terminal

90-2: Keyboard

91: Interface unit

92: Buffer unit

93: Display device

1 : Television set
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Figure 8 (Example of data sent to center)

A: Synchronous

B: Address

C: Timetable data (several hours' worth)

Figure 9 (Example of data sent back from center)

A: Synchronous

B: Address

C: Timetable data (one hour's worth)
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